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MERITUS 
HOTEL 

LOBBY & 
RESTAURANT

New Kuta, Bali - Indonesia 

Meritus Pecatu Bali, Meritus Hotels & Resorts’ first resort in Indonesia, is a luxury resort 
boasting 136 lavish rooms perched atop a panoramic highland with sweeping views of the 
picturesque Dreamland Beach. The resort is close to some of Bali’s best beaches, tourist 
destinations, and night spots. Meritus Pecatu Bali is located right on the grounds of New 
Kuta Golf, the only links championship golf course in Indonesia.
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KOMUNE 
HAIR SALON

Gianyar, Bali - Indonesia 

Enjoy a magical location fronting 
world-class surf breaks, exotic 
design, great beats, first class 
health and wellness facilities and 
a friendly community spirited 

atmosphere. 

Komune is dedicated to connecting 
adventurous, fun-loving, environmentally 
conscious travelers who share a passion for 
surf and beach culture. Komune provides a 
variety of stylish accommodation to suit all 
budgets, from beautifully appointed resort 
rooms, suites, villas and luxury beach front 
houses. Everyone gets to join in the action 
at Komune – Just like out in the lineup. 
Komune is “a surfing lifestyle”.
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KOMUNE 
SHOP

Gianyar, Bali - Indonesia 

Komune is dedicated to the global 
surfing community and the local 
communities we serve, we 
actively seek to participate in the 
protection of local land based and 

marine ecosystems to ensure mother nature 
can continue to be enjoyed. 

Komune Bali overlooks the world famous 
Keramas wave in the regency of Gianyar, 
Bali. The word Keramas translates in english 
too “Golden Monkey”, and this is Bali’s 
golden right hand wave! Komune Beach 
Club is designed as your all day place to 
hang, re-charge and charge. Kick back 
& listen to tunes, trawl the net, carve up 
the wave and mix good times with good 
people. The daily selection of fresh and 
organic produce off the menu will ensure 

that all tastes and appetites are catered for 
at all times of day and those of you with a 
thirst will be mixing it up checking out the 
spectacle by the pool for sunset sessions, 
chilling to the latest tunes or just swinging in 
a hammock under a bali coconut.
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AMIRI GEMS
Qatar

Amiri Gems one of the most exclusive jewelry chains in Qatar this is 
the 2nd outlet which has opened in the region and mhllt.com had 
the honor to be a part of making the furniture, there has been made 
everything from amazing leather sofas for private rooms to white 
wooden tables with special imported Italian white honey onyx. 

The project was finished end of February and has been a major success since 
opening. 
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THE 
SANCHAYA 

BINTAN 
ISLAND

Bintan Island - Indonesia Resting atop the pure sands of 
Lagoi Bay, The Sanchaya Bintan, is 
a tapestry of culture and tradition, 
with its mosaic of collected pieces 
and artefacts woven together 

from no less than 7 different countries, into 
a visually arresting, timeless whole, from 
Indonesian heritage to Vietnamese antiques 
and luminous Thai silks.

While it is a collection of the finest sort, each 
area within the Sanchaya offers its own 
haven, a hand-selected sanctuary for the 
senses and is complete with outdoor and 
indoor treatment rooms that comprise the 
Sanchaya Spa as well as a yoga pavilion 
to stretch now limber muscles before the 
stunning backdrops.

The Sanchaya experience begins at the 
airport terminal, where guests are treated 
to their own VIP lounge that ensures them 
a cohesively splendid experience from start 
to finish. Polish this off with all day dining, 
the deeply steeped in history designed 
settings and the beautiful homage to 
European salons prevalent throughout 
the 18th and 19th centuries that is at the 
heart of the Sanchaya and you have the 
exquisite experience that founder Natalya 
Pavchinskaya intended to impart – a 
rejuvenated appreciation for the artistry and 
majesty of the region as a whole.
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DARWIN 
MARINA 

RESIDENCE
Cullen Bay - Australia

Cullen Bay epitomizes the ultimate Luxury Darwin 
lifestyle. The area is a wonderful fusion of the 
modern and vibrant qualities of Australia’s fastest 
growing city with one of the most desired areas in 
the North of Australia.

 Designed and built by its ingenious and talented owners, it 
creates an exciting architectural coupling of the finest in tropical 
style and exquisite Balinese interior themes. The house offers 
everything to ensure a perfect holiday with its prime waterfront 
location, up-market yet casual restaurants and cafes plus 
tranquil day spa a few scenic meters walk. Cool off from the 
tropical sun in the pool, with a North Easterly aspect and shade 
from the afternoon sun, it will be as a private paradise. Here is 
an extraordinary vacation home with simply the best of stunning 
marina views.

Furnished with impeccable taste and style in a mixture of 
imported Balinese style with superior hand-made contemporary 
and antique pieces, ornamentals and artwork, the villa is replete 
with custom design elements of innovation and functionality. 
Absolutely spectacular in design and quality, this Balinese 
inspired residence positioned on absolute waterfront Cullen 
Bay, is truly one of a kind. From the moment you enter this 
property there is an ambience of tranquility and relaxation. 
Enjoy the views and sea breezes with a wine or beer on the 
spacious balcony. Entertain in style, dine in sophistication and 
live in luxury in a home that has been built to compliment the 
lifestyle in the Darwin tropics.
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MASU
Auckland - New Zealand

The exciting Japanese robata restaurant 
and bar located at the SkyCity Grand 
Hotel. Masu is named after the Japanese 
symbol for prosperity and good fortune. 
Masu boxes have been in use for 1300 

years and traditionally the square container was 
used to ration rice when it was a form of currency. 

For the Japanese people. the Masu was as valuable 
and important as the rice it contained and this 
tradition remains an essential part of their lives. 
Today, the Masu has become widely used as a 
vessel for serving sake as web as a symbol of good 
fortune and abundance. Masu brings atmosphere, 

passion and a contemporary twist to the traditional 
robata style of cooking over an open charcoal grill. 
Housed in what was previously the open foyer and 
bar space of the Grand Hotel in Federal St. guests 
are greeted at the huge glass doors and guided 
gently to where they will be most comfortable. Their 
philosophy is simple — use fresh local ingredients, 
enhance the natural flavors of each dish and let 
the food speak for itself. This pure approach to 
cuisine is reflected in clean and natural decor. Add 
to this a lively, informal atmosphere and you have 
a beautifully bold and dramatically different style of 
Japanese dining in the heart of Auckland.
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REDDOOR
Canggu, Bali - Indonesia 

With the beautiful and magical 
Pancaran River at the 
bottom of the garden, this 
charming villa is hiddel away 
from all noise and traffic. 

Regarded as a boutique hotel, it has four 
master bedrooms across three different 
buildings to ensure complete privacy. 
The villa is perfectly situated in the quiet 
and beautiful beach village of Canggu. 
Red Door Bali luxury villa makes for an 
unforgettable Bali escape vacation with 
family, friends or that special one you love. 
The stunning 2000 square metre space 
is both contemporary and organic in style, 
decorated with a mix of traditional and 
modern design pieces for an authentic 
space with un-interrupted views of the 
tranquil surroundings. 

Created by award-winning designer, George 
Gorrow, the RedDoor Bali villa is one of 
the most private and luxurious in the area 
Each element values open space and the 
beauty of nature in the comfortable yet lavish 
setting. A strong focus on design with 20th 
century modern furniture puts this rental in 
a league of it’s own. This Bali luxury villa is 
impeccably finished with sustainable timber 
and all overlook the 70 square metres of 
riverfront. The infinity pool gazes out over 
the waterfall, rice paddies and is the perfect 
spot to watch the spectacular sunset. The 
two single-storey villas each host a luxurious 
bedroom with en-suite, more spacious then 
any other Bali resort or hotel in Bali.
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INSIGHT BALI 
CONCEPT 

STORE
Kuta, Bali - Indonesia 

Insight a gathering of open-minded 
individuals. A think tank for uninhibited ideas, 
where everyday, a collective of unique 
people meet to create, amongst fistfuls of 
things, mess and noise.

September last year, Insight Indonesia proudly 
opened their 2nd Insight Flagship store, located 
on Jl. Oberoi in Seminyak. With Steve Gorrow 
as International Creative Director, it is certain to 
be an incredible space in which to showcase 
the brand with its new boutique concept 
“beach meets street”. Check out their awesome 
mural wall has been painted by both local and 
international artists. 

Insight is all about leading design, unique 
artwork, high quality production and an overall 
brand ethos that acts to inspire youth culture 
with an alternative lifestyle are all available 
in this store, Insight stands for ‘evolution of 
the next big thing’. Nurturing some of the surf 
and skate world’s most humble yet radical 
folk, and lead by motley crew of designers, 
artists and musicians — young, idealistic and 
oozing creativity - the Insight family follow their 
intuition, forging their own distinctive movement 
while exciting and challenging the weary. You 
could find apparel, shoes, accessories and last 
but not least swimwear in this boutique.
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KLAPA 
BREEZE 
VILLAS 

DREAMLAND
New Kuta, Bali - Indonesia 

Located on the famous beach of New Kuta (better known as Dreamland), Klapa Breeze offers an 
exclusive and private holiday experience that you will never forget. The resort is truly first class 
with one hundred twenty two luxury studio apartments, six penthouse studios, and four private 
villas. Each is fully air conditioned with custom home entertainment center with private balconies 
or courtyards. 

The villas have their own private swimming pool. The roof top infinity pool has 180-degree panoramic 
ocean view overlooking the Indian Ocean that makes the perfect place to relax after a day on the beach, 
a fun filled shopping trip to nearby Kuta or a day excursion around the island. Also adjacent to the resort 
is the world championship “New Kuta Golf” course offering beautiful golf views from your bedroom or the 
Klapa Breeze restaurant. 

So if it is beachfront views you are looking for or watching golf championships, then Klapa Breeze offers 
the best of what is available in Bali. The Klapa Breeze resort is only three minutes from water recreation 
“Green Park”, twenty minutes from the Ngurah Rai international airport, twenty-five minutes to the 
shopping mecca Kuta and thirty minutes to nearby harbour Benoa. And the rest of Bali is an enjoyable 
day trip with your beach & golf front Klapa Breeze as your starting point.
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The store, designed by Steve 
Gorrow, offers the full Channel 
islands range of boards along 
with all the latest accessories 
coupled with some of the 

world’s best apparel and wetsuit brands, 
it occupies a total surface of about 
250 square metres and includes a fully 
operational shaping bay.

The new store showcases the Channel 
Hand’s brand heritage throughout so 
customers get a feel for the brands 
long standing involvement in high 
performance surfing along with Al 
Merrick’s superior craftsmanship. The 
store boasts two entries; the sunset 
highway entrance is vast and open so 

CHANNEL 
ISLAND 

SURFBOARD 
STORE

Kuta, Bali - Indonesia 

that customers can park their car and 
pick up their new board with ease, whilst 
the second Seminyak entry is small and 
boutique in nature. 
The store utilizes custom built racking 
systems that were developed specifically 
for this store, reclaimed timber inside and 
out set the tone of the store, along with 
complementary fittings and fixtures, like 
cooper lighting and imagery the world’s 
best surfers like Dane Reynolds and 
Kelly Slater. Breeze through Bali customs 
drama free, order your quiver of boards 
from anywhere in the world and simply 
pick them up when you arrive. Loads of 
movieson day rotation, cold beers and 
drinks, a place where customers can 
hang out and watch the world go by.
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SIRI MENDIRA 
BEACH 
VILLAS 

Candidasa, Bali - Indonesia 

Peacefully secluded among private villas 
in the small village of Mendira, just 
before Candi Dasa, you will find Siri 
Mendira Beach Villas. An Estate that 
gives East Bali a new standard of luxury 

living and superior lifestyle. Built to satisfy the 
highest demands for luxurious holiday homes. 
The 3 villas are designed with the highest quality 
of materials, personal taste and love. A mixture 
of classic and modern comfort with antiques for 
guests to cherish. Either you choose the grand 6 
bedroom villa or one of the spacious 4 bedroom 
villas, you will enjoy a private infinity pool, a 
private beach, breath taking ocean view, super 
king beds and beautiful living areas. You can 
indulge “in house” relaxing massage or delicious 
meals prepared by the capable staff. All the 
villas include a separate staff house with a fully 
equipped kitchen. The Estate’s 21 members of 

staff, will do their utmost to give you a holiday to 
remember.

East Bali is widely known for its unspoiled and 
breath taking landscape, lush green mountains, 
magical Mount Agung and mythical Ubud.  A 
beautiful coastline and a water paradise, 
gives great possibilities for snorkeling, scuba 
diving and surfing close by. Since East Bali is 
counted as the cradle of the Bali culture, there 
are unlimited possibilities to experience the 
ceremonial “Island of the Gods”.

“Siri Mendira Beach Villas” built its own white 
sand beach, exclusively dedicated to their 
guests. The reef outside this Estate both protects 
and gives a fantastic opportunity to experience 
the underwater paradise of Bali.
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